CHAPTER   XXII
TERMINATION  OF  THE  MANDATE
the Protocol of April 30th, 1923, had provided that the Treaty
of 1922 should 'terminate upon 'Iraq becoming a member of
the League of Nations and in any case not later than four
years from the ratification of peace with Turkey'.1 A new
situation arose, however, in the settlement of the Turco'Iraq
frontier dispute as the final step in establishing peace with
Turkey, Under the terms of the Peace Treaty signed at Lau-
sanne, July 24th, 19235 when Turkey had persisted in her
refusal to abandon her claims to Mosul Wilayet, the dispute
had been referred to the Council of the League of Nations.2
That body on December i6th, 1925, in agreement with the
Report of its special Commission which it had sent to MSsul,
January to March, 1925, to investigate the rival claims3 and
in accordance with the decision of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, November 2ist, 1925^ decided, subject
to three conditions, that Mosul Wilayet south of the 'Brussels
Line'5 should be awarded to 'Iraq*
The two most important conditions were:
The British Government is invited to submit to the
Council a new Treaty with Iraq, ensuring the continuance
for twenty-five years of the mandatory regime defined by the
Treaty of Alliance between Great Britain and 'Iraq and by
1	Infra> Appendix ix,
2	For proceedings of the Lausanne Conference, 1922-33: Accts. and Papers,
1923 (Cmd, 1814), xxvr, i. Text of Treaty: ibid., 1923 (Cmd. 1947), xxv, $33;
8 See Report submitted to the Council by the Commission instituted by the Council
Resolution oj September zotk, 1924 (League of Nations Document, C. 400,
M, 147, 1925, vn) (hereafter Commission Report}.
* Text in Accts. and Papers, 1924 (Cmd. 2565), XXXI, 563.
6 So-called because formulated by the Council at Brussels, October 29th,
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